
Wisdom 

 
Read: 

James 1:4-5 

Proverbs 16:16 

James 1:4-5 

4 But let patience have its perfect work, that you may be [a]perfect 

and complete, lacking nothing. 5 If any of you lacks wisdom, let 

him ask of God, who gives to all liberally and without reproach, 

and it will be given to him. 

Proverbs 16:16 

How much better to get wisdom than gold! And to get 

understanding is to be chosen rather than silver. 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=James+1%3A4-5&version=NKJV#fen-NKJV-30271a


 

What is Wisdom? 

Wisdom is having knowledge from God and then following it 

consistently.  Circle the words that describe wisdom.   

    action   listening   obeying 

    judging        good decisions  stubbornness 

    disobeying  understanding  confusion 

 

 

Wisdom is Valuable 

Wisdom is valuable.  The Bible shows us that wisdom from God is 

more valuable than precious metals.  Write and draw those two 

metals in the boxes below. 

__G_ ___ ___ ___ 

 

 

 

 

 

_S__ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 

 

 



Do you listen to God’s wisdom? 

How well do you listen to God’s wisdom?  Think about one of 

God’s areas of wisdom – obeying your parents.  Place an “X” on 

the line that best matches the emoji describing your current level 

of wisdom in this area. 

                                       

________  ________        ________         _________  

Why is it important to obey your parents?  

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

How do you obey your parents?  Draw a picture & write about it 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 



Wisdom 

What is wisdom?  We can’t get wisdom on our own.  God wants 

us to ask Him for wisdom.  If we do not have wisdom, the Bible 

calls us fools!  Wisdom helps us to make good decisions.  Write 

one word that describes wisdom from God in each area of God’s 

heart.  Color in the word areas that describe you now.  Be sure 

you ask God for more wisdom every day. 

 

 

 

 



What are some wise things to do according 

to the Bible? 

Read through Proverbs.  Can you find at least 6 wise actions we 

are to you?  Write one in each area below.  Put the verse 

reference with it. 

 

Illustrate one of the wise actions above. 

 

 

 

 



 

 


